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as a political leader. His most serious parliamentary enemy had
been crippled.
Right at the beginning came a stroke of good luck. Neurath
from Geneva announced that the principle of German equality
in armaments had been finally conceded. It was true that the
success meant very little practically,, but it appealed sentimentally
to the nation and the new cabinet reaped a certain benefit of it
in prestige. But it came too late. To the nation the foreign issue
had for long been chose jugdei what interested it much more
passionately was the control of power at home. The presidial
cabinets had at least brought reality into politics, even if what was
real had ceased very largely to be the same as what was important.
On December 6 the chancellor met the new Reichstag. It was
in anything but a bellicose mood, but the general party alignment
against the cabinet had created a curious parliamentary unity
which was not without its effect. It fell this time to the junior
party of youth to supply a temporary chairman—the eighty-eight-
year-old General Littzmann who delivered himself of a propa-
ganda effort which was anything but sparing of the President.
The elections to the official posts went according to plan,, Goering
once again becoming Speaker,, but the National Socialists showed
their hand by refusing to vote for a Nationalist deputy-speaker;
it suited Hitler's book to emphasize the breach between the
extremists of the Right and official Nationalism from the Presi-
dent downwards.
With one or two changes it was simply the old cabinet over
again and under the new head it conducted itself towards par-
liament with tender consideration, Strasser's fall had not dis-
couraged the chancellor; he was going now to build up a Reich-
stag, but not necessarily a party, majority, and in that majority
Strasser whom he had got the President to receive, might play
his part later. Now the multiplicity of his contacts showed its
use. He talked to trade union leaders; he talked to Socialist poli-
ticians; he talked to Centrists; he talked to East Prussians; he
talked to South Germans. In the end he felt that he could expect
the benevolent neutrality of the bourgeois parties and toleration
by the Socialists. He did not fear Goering; that gentleman was

